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Communications______________________________________________________________________

An Exact Line Integral Representation of the Magnetic
Physical Optics Scattered Field

Peter Meincke, Olav Breinbjerg, and Erik Jørgensen

Abstract—An exact line integral representation is derived for the mag-
netic physical optics field scattered by a perfectly electrically conducting
planar plate illuminated by electric or magnetic Hertzian dipoles. The po-
sitions of source and observation points can be almost arbitrary. Numerical
examples are presented to illustrate the exactness of the line integral rep-
resentation.

Index Terms—Line integral, magnetic field, physical optics.

I. INTRODUCTION

The transformation of surface integrals representing scattered or dif-
fracted fields into line integrals has achieved much attention in the past
decades [1]–[8]. By extending the work by Asvestas [4]–[6], the tradi-
tional surface integral of the electric physical optics (PO) scattered field
from a perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) planar plate illuminated
by an electric Hertzian dipole was cast into a line integral along the
edges of the plate in [7]. The procedure of [7] was recently extended in
[8] to derive a line integral representation of the electric PO scattered
field from a penetrable planar plate illuminated by a plane wave.

In [7] only the electric PO scattered field was considered. However,
in some applications it is also necessary to know the magnetic PO scat-
tered field from PEC planar plates. To the knowledge of the authors,
a line integral representation of this magnetic field has not been pre-
viously published in the literature. In the present letter we derive such
a line integral representation and we consider illumination by an elec-
tric as well as a magnetic Hertzian dipole. Although the derivation of
this letter closely follows that of [7] the form of the final result (12)
for the magnetic PO field is significantly different from that of the cor-
responding expression [7, (24)] for the electric PO field. The letter is
a continuation of [7] and several references to this paper are therefore
made in the following. Throughout the letter the time factorexp(j!t)
is assumed and suppressed.

II. L INE INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION

Consider the planar PEC plateA in Fig. 1. A rectangularxyz co-
ordinate system is introduced such that the plate is located in thexy

plane and such that̂z is the normal unit vector. An electric or a mag-
netic Hertzian dipole with position vectorrS is located in the region
z > 0. The observation pointF with position vectorrF can be located
everywhere in space, except on the plate. The magnetic PO scattered
field HPO at this observation point is in terms of the traditional PO
surface integral given by

H
PO(rF ) = r�

A

2ẑ�Hi(r0)G(rF ; r
0)dA0 (1)
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Fig. 1. Planar PEC plate illuminated by an electric or a magnetic Hertzian
dipole.

wherer0 is the position vector of the integration point,Hi is the inci-
dent magnetic field, and

G(r; r0) =
exp(�jkR)

4�R
; R = jRj;R = r

0 � r (2)

is the scalar Green function for the ambient homogeneous medium with
k being the wave number. Introducing the image pointI , with position
vectorrI , of the observation pointF with respect to the plane of the
plate, (1) can be written as [9]

H
PO(rF ) = H

A(rF )� (�I� 2ẑẑ) �HA(rI) (3)

where�I is the unit dyad

H
A(r) = r�

A

ẑ�H
i(r0)G(r; r0)dA0

+
j

kZ
r�r�

A

ẑ�E
i(r0)G(r; r0)dA0 (4)

andZ is the intrinsic impedance.HA is the magnetic field from the
electric and magnetic surface currentsẑ �H

i and�ẑ � E
i, respec-

tively, located on the plateA. Using the fact that the observation point is
assumed not to be on the plate, we can interchange the curl and integra-
tion operators in (4) and use the fact thatG satisfies the homogeneous
wave equation, along with the relationrG(r; r0) = �r

0G(r; r0) =
G(r; r0)(jk + 1=R)R̂ with R̂ = R�1

R, to write (4) as

H
A(r)=

A

ẑ�H
i(r0) �r0G(r; r0)dA0 +

j

kZ
A

ẑ�E
i(r0)

�r
0

r
0G(r; r0) + ẑ�E

i(r0)k2G(r; r0) dA0: (5)

We now use the relation

j

kZ
(ẑ�Ei)�r0

r
0G =

j

kZ
ẑ � (Ei

�r
0

r
0G)

=
1

jkZ
ẑ�r

0

�(Ei
r
0G)+ẑ �Hi

r
0G (6)
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along with Stoke’s dyadic theorem, to rewrite the second integral in
(5), into

H
A(r) =

A

ẑ�H
i(r0) �r

0G(r; r0)

+ẑ �Hi(r0)r0G(r; r0)

+
jk

Z
ẑ�E

i(r0)G(r; r0) dA0

+
1

jkZ
�

t̂ �E
i(r0)r0G(r; r0)d�0 (7)

with � denoting the edge of the plate andt̂ being the edge unit tangent
vector related tôz via the right-hand rule. This expression is the modi-
fied Stratton–Chu representation of the magnetic field. Upon using the
fact that the Hertzian dipole is not located on the plate we obtain for
the third term in the surface integral of (7)

j

kZ
ẑ�E

iG = ẑ� r
0

� (HiG) + ẑ � r0GHi
� ẑ �H

i
r

0G

=(ẑ�r0)� (HiG)� (ẑ�Hi)�r
0G

�Gẑ � r0

H
i + ẑ � r0GHi

� ẑ �H
i
r

0G: (8)

Applying this result along with Stoke’s extended theorem [10], (7) be-
comes

H
A(r) =�

A

ẑ � G(r; r0)r0

H
i(r0)�r0G(r; r0)Hi(r0) dA0

+

�

t̂�H
i(r0)G(r; r0)d�0

+
1

jkZ
�

t̂ �E
i(r0)r0G(r; r0)d�0 (9)

which is the Kottler representation of the magnetic field. The surface
integral in (9) is transformed into a line integral using [7, (10), (18),
(22), (23)] withEi replaced byHi. The result forHA is then

H
A(r) = �H

i(r)�(r) +

�

t̂�H
i(r0)G(r; r0)d�0

+

�

t̂ � V(r; r0)Hi(r) + �WH(r; r0)

+
1

jkZ
E
i(r0)r0G(r; r0) d�0: (10)

The transformation from (9) to (10) is valid only if the Hertzian dipole
is not located on the surface of the cone with vertex atr and generators
extending from this point to the edge�, see [7, Fig. 2]. In (10)�(r) = 1
if the Hertzian dipole is located inside the above-mentioned cone and
zero otherwise. Furthermore,V(r; r0) = p̂ � R̂=[4�R(1 � R̂ � p̂)]
with p̂ being a fixed arbitrary unit vector in the plane of the plate, and

�WH(r; r0) =
1

4�
R̂�

1

0

r
0

H
i(�R) exp(�jk�R)d�: (11)

The expression for the magnetic PO scattered field is finally obtained
by inserting (10) into (3). This yields

H
PO(rF ) =�H

i(rF )�(rF )+H
i(rI)�(�I� 2ẑẑ)�(rI)

+

�

t̂� �WH(rF ; r
0)� �WH(rI ; r

0)�(�I�2ẑẑ)

+V(rF ; r
0) H

i(rF )+H
i(rI)�(�I�2ẑẑ)

+2ẑẑ � t̂�H
i(r0) G(rF ; r

0) d�0: (12)

If the expression for the dyadic�WH in (11) can be evaluated analyt-
ically, (12) is the desired line integral representation of the magnetic

Fig. 2. A2� by 3� plate illuminated by a Hertzian dipole located at (1�, 2�,
1�). The observation points are atr = 4� in the� = 50 plane.

PO scattered field. In the following, analytical expressions for (11) are
derived for the two cases in which the illuminating source is an electric
and a magnetic Hertzian dipole, respectively.

A. Illumination by an Electric Hertzian Dipole

The electric Hertzian dipole located atr = rS and with the
dipole moment���e is described by the electric current density
Je(r) = ���e�(r � rS), where� is the Dirac delta function. The
incident magnetic field is

H
i

e(r
0) = G(r0; rS) jk +

1

�
���e � �̂�� (13)

where��� = ��̂�� = r0 � rS . In the Appendix of this letter�WH in (11)
is calculated with the result

�WH(r; r0) =
1

(4�)2
K1 A���e �RS � R̂ �RSAB

+K2 ���eR̂� �IR̂ � ���e + jkAB

+K3AB] : (14)

Herein,A = R̂�RS ,B = ���e � R̂,RS = RSR̂S = rS � r, and

K1 =C1�
3 jkC3 + C2

3 (2 + R̂ � �̂��)

� C2R
2

S C4(1 + jkRS) + C2

4 (15)

K2 =C1C3�
4
� C2C4R

4

S (16)

K3 = � C1�
2(1 + jk�) + C2R

3

S(1 + jkRS): (17)

The quantitiesC1; . . . ; C4 are identical to those given in [7, (35)–(38)]

C1 =(R�5)
�1

exp (�jk(R+ �)) (18)

C2 = RR6

S

�1

exp(�jkRS) (19)

C3 =(�+ R̂ � ���)
�1

(20)

C4 =(1� R̂ � R̂S)
�1

: (21)

Also,K1 in (15) is identical to the one used in [7] whereasK2, K3 in
(16), (17) are different from those defined in [7].
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Fig. 3. Amplitudes of the three rectangular components of the magnetic PO
scattered field for the configuration shown in Fig. 2. The source is an electric
Hertzian dipole with dipole moment��� = (1; 1; 1) Am.

B. Illumination by a Magnetic Hertzian Dipole

The magnetic Hertzian dipole with the magnetic current density
Jm(r) = ���m�(r � rS) radiates the magnetic field

H
i

m(r
0) =

�jG(r0; rS)

kZ
�k

2 +
3jk

�
+

3

�2
���m � �̂���̂��

+ k
2
�

jk

�
�

1

�2
���m : (22)

In [7, Appendix A], an analytical calculation of

�W =
1

4�
R̂�

1

0

r
0

E
i

e(�R) exp(�jk�R)d� (23)

is carried out whereEie is the electric field due to an electric Hertzian
dipole. Since the magnetic field from a magnetic Hertzian dipole is
related to the electric field from an electric Hertzian dipole through the
principle of duality, it is seen that�WH in (11) can be found from the
result for �W in [7, (28)], using

�WH = Z
�1 �W: (24)

In the expression for�W in [7, (28)],��� must be replaced byZ�1���m.
From application of the principle of duality to the incident field along

with the result of [7, (24)], the closed-form expression for�WH in (14)
also makes it possible to derive a line integral representation of the elec-
tric PO field scattered by a planar plate when the illuminating source
is a magnetic Hertzian dipole with dipole moment���m. This is done by
setting �W = �Z �WH in [7, (24)], and by replacing���e byZ�1���m in
(14).

III. N UMERICAL EXAMPLES

Consider the rectangular planar PEC plate with dimensions2� by3�
as shown in Fig. 2. The origin of thexyz coordinate system is located
at one corner of the plate and the illuminating Hertzian dipole is placed
at (1�, 2�, 1�). The observation points are located on the circular arc
r = 4� in the � = 50 � plane with� ranging from 0 to 90�. For
this configuration, the Hertzian dipole is inside the cone with vertex
at the observation point for0 � � � 57.27� and outside the cone for
57:27 < � � 90 �. In Fig. 3 the source is an electric Hertzian dipole
with dipole moment���e = (1; 1; 1) Am and in Fig. 4 the source is a
magnetic Hertzian dipole with dipole moment���m = (376 376376)

Fig. 4. Amplitudes of the three rectangular components of the magnetic PO
scattered field for the configuration shown in Fig. 2. The source is a magnetic
Hertzian dipole with dipole moment��� = (376376376) Vm.

Vm. Both figures show the normalized amplitudes of thex, y andz
components of the magnetic PO scattered field calculated both from
the surface integral (1) and the line integral (12). As expected, exact
agreement is observed. Similar agreement is found for the phases.

IV. CONCLUSION

A line integral representation is derived of the magnetic PO field
scattered by a planar PEC plate illuminated by either electric or mag-
netic Hertzian dipoles. The line integral representation is exact and it
holds for almost any positions of source and observation points; the
only exceptions are when the observation point is on the plate, and
when the source point is located in the plane of the plate or on the sur-
faces of the cones with vertices at the observation and image points and
generators extending from these points to the edge of the plate. These
exceptions do not, however, constitute a severe limitation in practical
applications. The results of this letter and that previously published in
[7] make it possible to calculate as a line integral the electric as well as
the magnetic PO scattered field from planar PEC plates illuminated by
electric or magnetic Hertzian dipoles. Although the numerical example
of the letter involves the scattering by a rectangular plate the PO line
integral representation holds for arbitrarily shaped planar plates. The
derivation of a PO line integral representation for the case in which the
observation point is located in the far field has recently been completed,
and the result published elsewhere [11].

APPENDIX

CALCULATION OF WH FOR AN ELECTRIC DIPOLE

The gradient of the magnetic field (13) is

r
0

H
i

e(r
0) = �G(r0; rS)

jk

�
+

1

�2
�I� ���e

+ �k
2 +

3jk

�
+

3

�2
�̂���e � �̂ : (25)

Inserting this expression forr0
H
i

e into (11) for �WH we obtain

�WH(r; r
0) =

1

(4�)2
�R̂�RS�e �RI1

+R̂�RS�e �RSI2

+ �eR̂� �IR̂ � �e I9 (26)
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whereRS = rS � r and the integralsI1, I2, andI9 are given by

I1 =

1

0

h
k2

f3
�

3jk

f4
�

3

f5
� d� (27)

I2 =

1

0

h
k2

f3
�

3jk

f4
�

3

f5
d� (28)

I9 =

1

0

h
�jk

f2
�

1

f3
d� (29)

with f = f(�) = j�R�RS j andh = h(�) = exp(�jk(�R+ f)).
The results of the analytical evaluations of these integrals are given in
[7, (51), (56), (61)]. Inserting these expressions for the integrals into
(26), the final expression in (14) is obtained.
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Polynomial Approximations to Bessel Functions

R. P. Millane and J. L. Eads

Abstract—A polynomial approximation to Bessel functions that arises
from an electromagnetic scattering problem is examined. The approx-
imation is extended to Bessel functions of any integer order, and the
relationship to the Taylor series is derived. Numerical calculations show
that the polynomial approximation and the Taylor series truncated to the
same order have similar accuracies.

Index Terms—Approximation, Bessel functions, polynomial.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bessel functions appear in numerous physical problems, and play an
important role in many electromagnetic scattering problems. There is
no closed form expression for Bessel functions so that approximations
suitable for numerical evaluation are necessary in applications. Gross
[1] has derived interesting polynomial approximations to the zeroth-
and first-order Bessel functions of the first kind for small arguments,
that arise from an integral that occurs in an electromagnetic scattering
problem. We study here in detail properties of these approximations.
First we extend the analysis in [1] to derive corresponding polynomial
approximations for Bessel functions of any integer order. Second we
show that as the degree of the polynomial approximation increases, it
converges to the Taylor series expansion. Third we compare the accu-
racy of the polynomial approximations to that of the truncated Taylor
series of the same order.

II. BACKGROUND

Gross [1] begins by considering the integral

f2n(k) =
2

�

�

0

cos x cos(2nx)

k2 � sin2 x
dx; 0 � k � 1 (1)

where

k = sin �; 0 � � �
�

2
(2)

that occurs in the expression for the current density on a conducting
strip grating illuminated by a plane electromagnetic wave [2]. The in-
tegral is evaluated as [1]

f2n(k) =

n

m=0

bmk
2n�2m (3)

where

bm =
n(�1)m+n(2n�m� 1)!22n�2m

m! ((2n� 2m)!!)2
(4)

and(2n)!! = 2 � 4 � 6 � � � 2n. Making the substitutionx = w� in (1)
gives

f2n(sin �) =
2

�

1

0

cos(�w) cos(2n�w)

sin2 � � sin2(�w)
�dw (5)
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